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ロ My master files are final and approved.
Start building your template when your master files are approved and picture locked to avoid 
unnecessary work.

ロ My project is structured and optimized using comps and pre comps.
If you need to make the same elements dynamic in multiple places/sizes, it saves time to pre-comp 
these dynamic elements and re-use the pre-comp throughout your project. This way you only need to 
add the dynamic logic once.

ロ My comps have dimensions with even numbers
Storyteq uses the H.264 video codec to output mp4-files. This codec does not support uneven pixel 
values.

ロ My comps, layers and source files have clear/unique names (only using a-z 0-9).
While working with the Extension you need to mark layers as dynamic. If they have clear and unique 
names it will help enormously. Please note: after opening the extension it's not possible anymore to make 
changes to layer-, composition- or footage names. 

ロ I know what to make dynamic.
I have a concise idea/briefing of what needs to be dynamic in my template.

ロ I don’t use paragraph text for text layers that will be dynamic.
The Extension does not support paragraph text on dynamic layers. Please convert these layers to point 
text before opening the extension.

ロ I don’t use 3rd party plugins on layers that will be dynamic.
The Extension does not support plugin functionality on dynamic layers. You can still use plugins for other 
parts of the project, as these parts will be pre-rendered into a base-layer on your local device. Or replace 
the plugin functionality with AE native effects. 

ロ I don’t use expressions on the sourceText, position, scale or opacity properties of 
layers that will be dynamic.
If your expressions are referencing each other, or other layers, this will cause issues with the preparation 
phase of the extension. 

ロ If I use camera layers in my project, I duplicated them using ctrl+D/cmd+D.
The Extension doesn’t detect/keep cameras automatically. You can keep your cameras by marking one of 
the duplicated camera layers as dynamic. Please note: cameras heavily affect the render time of videos 
created on the Storyteq platform, because they force After Effects to calculate the entire scene in 3D as 
opposed to simple 2D animation.

BEFORE OPENING
THE EXTENSION



ロ Avoid using Undo (ctrl+Z/cmd+Z)
Using undo (ctrl/cmd-z) undoes your last step in AE, but doesn’t in the extension. This can lead to a 
mismatch between AE and the Extension and may end up resulting in unrecoverable errors.

ロ Do not rename, delete, move or pre-compose any dynamic layers.
Dynamic layers are being tracked based on their name, and the composition that they are in. If this 
changes, by renaming or pre-composing, the extension no longer has a connection with the dynamic 
layer and will fail on future steps. 

Please note: If you must change or remove layers - please first remove the Layer from the Layer Panel 
in the Extension by clicking the ‘Undo Dynamic Layer’ button. 

ロ Do not change/remove compositions generated by the Extension
This composition is named StqParams. Removing or changing it will affect the template logic 
resulting in unrecoverable errors.

ロ Do not use dots in parameters or parameter values.
Dots aren’t supported in the names of parameters or parameter values.

ロ Save copies of your work by using File > Save As > Save A Copy. 
The Extension creates a duplicate of your original project, called stqProject.aep. This file contains all 
template logic. Saving intermediate copies allows you to proceed in case of After Effects errors. If 
there is an issue, you can close After Effects (to also reset the extension) and then rename one of the 
backup files to stqProject.aep and continue from there.

ロ Copy the output settings the Extension provides when collecting files
After hitting the finalize button your template files will be compiled. When ready, you can save them 
to your hard drive. Make sure to mimic the settings in this example image, as the extension tells you 
to do. Do not press the Collect Files button in the Extension before the new project is fully loaded.

WHILE WORKING WITH
THE EXTENSION



ロ Add a folder called Fonts to the Collected folder the Extension saved
on your computer. Then add all font-files used in your project to this folder.

If an error message appears after uploading your project to Storyteq, it’s most likely you have missed 
a font file or uploaded a different version of the font. Therefore, please go through the following steps 
to avoid repetitive work:

〉 Check if you added all needed fonts by opening the Report.txt file in the Collected folder. This file 
lists all fonts used in the project.

〉 Filenames of font files can be misleading, since they can be changed by users. Open the font file 
in your computer's Font Manager (e.g. double-click the file) and check if the Postscript Name of 
the font file matches the fonts listed in Report.txt. 

〉 Do not add font files to the Fonts folder you are not using in the project.

ロ If your Fonts folder contains unused files during upload to Storyteq,
the platform will list these files. Press the x-button next to each file to continue. 
The Storyteq platform will not upload unused files, but instead, show you the unused files. You can 
simply continue the upload by pressing the x-button next to these unused files.  

ロ Save your original project folder for future template adjustments.
This folder contains your original AE-project, all original source files, but now also the 
stqProject.aepx. This is not the Collected folder that the Extension saves for you to upload Storyteq. 

Please note: You should never attempt to make changes to your template via the files in the Collected 
folder that the Extension outputted during the final collect files phase.

BEFORE UPLOADING
TO STORYTEQ 



ロ Duplicate the original project folder of your template.
This is the original project folder you saved, containing your original AE-project, all original source 
files and the stqProject.aepx. This is not the Collected folder that the Extension exported for you to 
upload Storyteq. Duplicate the entire folder and name the original folder V1 and the duplicate folder 
V2 or something similar.

Please note: You should never attempt to make changes to your template via the files in the Collected 
folder that the Extension outputted during the final collect files phase. 

ロ Open stqProject.aepx in the duplicated folder.
This is the work file generated by the extension that has all the template logic you added before and 
has your individual layers, effects, and files in their original state.

ロ Make adjustments using the checklist ‘While working with the Extension’.
This checklist makes sure you won’t make mistakes and lose progress. The most important things to 
keep in mind are listed below.

ロ Do not rename, delete, move or pre-compose any dynamic layers.
Dynamic layers are being tracked based on their name, and the composition that they are in. If this 
changes, by renaming or pre-composing, the extension no longer has a connection with the dynamic 
layer and will fail on future steps. If you need to make a change, follow the checkbox below.

ロ Before changing/deleting layers in your project, remove them from the 
Extension first. 
If you need to change or remove layers always first remove the Layers from the Layers panel in the 
Extension by clicking the ‘Undo Dynamic Layer’ button (see image). If you don’t, it will lead to a 
corrupted project, and you will need to start over.

UPDATING TEMPLATES
ON STORYTEQ 

ロ Make your changes, then add the changed layers to the Extension again. 
Don’t forget to also add the dynamic logic to these new/changed layers using the Extension

ロ Finalize your project, collect your files and click update template in Storyteq 
Once you’ve made all your changes, finalize your updated project. When the finalizing is finished, 
Collect your files and save them to your device as described in the checklist While working with the 
Extension. Then go to your existing template (or its settings), click on Update Template and upload 
your collected files, using the checklist Before uploading to Storyteq. 



ロ Create a support ticket in the Storyteq-platform 
We will reach out as soon as possible.

ロ Share the right files with us, based on these options:

ロ I uploaded my template to Storyteq
We can download the project from our servers, take a look and potentially fix or advise.
This is helpful when you:

o Experienced an error message after uploading, or
o The media you’ve created with the successfully uploaded template aren’t behaving 

like you expect them to.

These files only show the results, and won’t allow us to tell WHY something has
happened. We might request additional files, listed at the checkbox below.

ロ I didn’t upload my template to Storyteq
Use the ‘Collect Files’ functionality in After Effects to export all used files of your 
stqproject.aepx. Then share those files with us (e.g. WeTransfer or another file sharing tool).  
With these files we can fully understand your project. 
This is helpful when you:

o Have issues finalizing your project
o Have issues uploading your project on Storyteq
o Want to know WHY something happened
o Need further help building your template

NEED MORE
ASSISTANCE? 



storyteq.com


